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Abstract

We present a typing system for the π-calculus which guarantees that every well-typed term is strongly
normalizing. Our typing system is an extension of that presented in Strong normalisation in the π-calculus by
Yoshida, Honda and Berger [23] and it is able to type more term than that presented there.

Introduction

One of the most interesting approaches for the study of languages designed to model concurrency and
mobility of agents is the study of what kind of safety/security properties a typing system can guarantee
for well-typed processes. These properties often range from simple error-free execution to secure
access control (according to a security policy), control of information flow and many others. In this
work we study the strong normalization property, which essentially says that computation in a process
necessarily terminates, regardless of evaluation strategy.

The notion of normal form and consequently of strong normalization has been studied extensively
in λ-calculus. In the literature many typing systems which are sound with respect to the strong nor-
malization property have been given: simply typed λ-calculus, System F, intersection type system. The
classical proof of strong normalization in these system is a semantical proof. Types are interpreted into
set of strongly normalizing terms (called saturated sets) and then if the typing systems is able to assign
a type α to a λ-term, then this term belongs the set interpreted by α. This arguments was first used by
Tait [21] to show the strong normalization property for simply typed λ-calculus and then revisited for
System F by Girard [8].

However an exact characterization of strongly normalizing λ-terms is given by the intersection type
system. The system is due to Coppo and Dezani [6], while the strong normalization proof has been
done by Pottinger [17]. Note that the completeness property is a very strong property and the price to
pay for it is the undecidability of type inference. More recently, union types were introduced in [1] as
a dual connective of intersection.

In this paper we introduce a new type assignment system for polyadic linear π-calculus and proves
the strong normalization property for the obtained typed calculus. The syntax differs from the one
presented by Yoshida, Berger and Honda in [23] since it includes input-prefixed sum and its neutral
element, in place of the branching input construct. The main contribution is the upgrading of type
assignment system with intersection and union types. Intersection types are used for typing sums and
so the proposed system types more processes than the known systems. Union types are not introduced
in the typing rules directly, but via the sub-typing relation. Our system satisfies subject reduction as
well as strong normalization.

In order to re-use the Tait’s argument in this context we need good a notion of saturated set. The
idea is given by the works [15, 22], in which a double negation closure of predicate of termination
is used to prove strong normalization in Classical Logic. This idea was also developed by Okada in
phase semantics [16] and by Girard in ludics [10]. The main notion is the notion of orthogonality; two
processes P, Q are orthogonal if when composed, they always normalize i.e. they reduces to 0 for all
possible sequences of reductions. So a type is just a set of processes closed by bi-orthogonal.

Note that our typing system is not complete w.r.t. strong normalization. We hope that, in future
works, we will be able to characterize via a typing system, all strongly normalizing π-terms.
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Related work The first work dealing with strong normalization in the π-calculus is surely [23], which
is the base of our work. However there are previous works by Sangiorgi [18, 19] and Kobayashi [14]
dealing with similar properties in the π-calculus.

Sub-typing, intersections and union types were already studied in π-calculus in previous works
[12, 20, 5, 13]. However, the work by Castagna, Dezani-Ciancaglini and Varacca [5] was the first work
in which a typing system with intersection and union type are introduced and the sub-typing relation is
preserved in the semantics. Also in our work we have this property: it would be interesting to study the
connections between the two works.

The structure of the proof of strong normalization we present use some constructions (like the bi-
orthogonality closure) which are very common in the ludics setting [10]. A relationship between linear
π-calculus and ludics was already shown in [7]. This work may suggest other possible extensions of
ludics with intersection and union types. Further, such construction were already used in a realisability
model of a synchronous π-calculus [2]. It would be interesting to study the connection between the
two works.

Plan of the paper In section 1 we introduce the syntax of the linear π-calculus with its operational
semantics and the typing system. In section 2 we give a sketch of the strong normalization proof.

1 The linear π- calculus

In this section we give the basics definitions of the linear π-calculus, introduced by Yoshida, Honda
and Berger [23]. This sub-calculus is strictly less expressive than the full π-calculus. However linear
π-processes have enough expressive power to fully abstractly encode a family of the functional calculi
such as PCF [3], simple typed λ-calculus with sum and products [23], System F [4] and λµ-calculus
[11].

1.1 Syntax

The syntax of the polyadic linear π-calculus is the following, where the symbols a, b, . . . , x, y, z range
over the infinite set of names denoted by Names and ~τ are syntactical type annotations.

P ::= M | a(~x~τ ) P | P|P | (νz)P | 0 M ::= >a | a(~x~τ ).P | M + M | !M

a(~x~τ ).P is the input constructs which is prefixing and blocking. a(~x~τ ) P is the asynchronous
output construct. It is a binding construct and it is not blocking. Intuitively this means that the
process P can be activated even if the names ~x has not been emitted yet along the channel a. M+M is the
standard input-prefixed sum. !M is the input-guarded replication. P|P is the parallel composition.
(νz)P is the restriction. Finally, we distinguish two kinds of termination constructs in the calculus,
which are >a and 0. The first is the neutral element of the sum and intuitively means “there is no
actions on a by the environment”. The second is the neutral element of the parallel composition and it
corresponds to the termination signal of the process. In the following we denote with fn(P) the set of
free names of P which is defined in the standard way.

We also write
∏n

i=1 Pi and
∑n

i=1 Pi to denote respectively the generalized parallel composition and
summation.

1.2 Types

Modalities: Modalities prescribe how channels are used in typed processes. They are !1 (affine input),
?1 (affine output), !ω (replicated input) and ?ω (replicated output).

The idea is to impose a linearity policy, which means that

• there is exactly one input and at most one output on affine channels and
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• there is exactly one state-less server and zero or many clients, on a replicated channel.

Types: Chanel types indicates possible usage of channels. We use linear logic formulas 1 [9] aug-
mented with intersections and unions:

σ, τ ::= τI | τO | l τI ::= τAI | ]τAI τO ::= τAO | [τAO

τAI ::= > |



~τO | τAI ∩ τAI τAO ::= 0 |
⊗

~τI | τAO ∪ τAO

The dual of a type τ , denoted τ⊥, is defined by exchanging 0 with >, ⊗ with � and ∩ with ∪ (or
viceversa). The dual of l is undefined.

The modality of a type md(τ) is defined to be md(τAI) =!1, md(τAO) =?1, md(]τAI) =!ω,
md([τAO) =?ω. A type is positive if its modality is ?1 or ?ω. It is negative otherwise.

Note that the grammar of types imposes an IO-alternation, which forces the calculus to be local
[20]. More specifically we have that names received in input can be used only as subjects of output
actions and dually, names sent in output can be used only as subjects of input actions.

On types, we define ≤ to be the least pre-order satisfying the following rules:

- If ∀i.σI i ≤ τI i then
⊗

~σI ≤
⊗

~τI - If ∀i.σOi ≤ τOi then



~τO ≤



~σO

- If σAI ≤ τAI then ]σAI ≤ ]τAI - If σAO ≤ τAO then [σAO ≤ [τAO

- τAI ≤ τAI ∩ τAI - τAO ∪ τAO ≤ τAO

- σAI ∩ τAI ≤ σAI - σAO ≤ σAO ∪ τAO

- σAI ∩ τAI ≤ τAI - τAO ≤ σAO ∪ τAO

- If σAI ≤ σ′AI and τAI ≤ τ ′AI then σAI ∩ τAI ≤ σ′AI ∩ τ ′AI

- If σAO ≤ σ′AO and τAO ≤ τ ′AO then σAO ∪ τAO ≤ σ′AO ∪ τ ′AO

We let σ = τ if σ ≤ τ and τ ≤ σ.
The sub-typing relation we defined is the standard one, a part for those for input and output channels:

in fact here we have that input is contra-variant while output is co-variant w.r.t. sub-typing relation.

Remark 1 Note that the intersection is not total, i.e. for instance the intersection between two types
whose modality is ?1 is not defined. It is also not difficult to show, by induction on the grammar of
types, that intersection is the standard meet operator on types. Note that if we define intersection to
be total, then this fact would not be true. We can see an analogous fact for union types.

1.3 Operational semantics

Structural congruence (≡) is the least congruence containing α-equivalence and the abelian monoidal
laws for parallel composition and summation (namely | is commutative, associative and it has 0 as neu-
tral element while + is also commutative and associative but its neutral element is >u) and satisfying
the following axioms:

(νz)(νw)P ≡ (νw)(νz)P a(~x~σ) b(~y~τ ) P ≡ b(~y~τ ) a(~x~σ) P if a 6∈ ~y and b 6∈ ~x
(νz)0 ≡ 0 a(~x~τ ) (P|Q) ≡ P|(a(~x~τ ) Q) if ~x ∩ fn(P) = ∅
(νz)(P|Q) ≡ P|(νz)Q if z 6∈ fn(P) a(~x~τ ) (νz)P ≡ (νz)(a(~x~τ ) P) if z 6= a,~x

Reduction rules are defined in the following way:

∀i.σi ≤ τ⊥i

(a(~x~σ).P + M)|a(~x~τ ) Q −→ (ν~x)(P|Q)
∀i.σi ≤ τ⊥i

!(a(~x~σ).P + M)|a(~x~τ ) Q −→ (ν~x)(P|Q)|!(a(~x~σ).P + M)

P −→ P′

P|Q −→ P′|Q′
P −→ P′

(νz)P −→ (νz)P′
P −→ P′

a(~x~τ ) P −→ a(~x~τ ) P′
P ≡ P′ −→ Q′ ≡ Q

P −→ Q

1# and [ are the non linear modalities used in the decomposition of the exponentials [10]: we have that !τ =↓ #τ and
?τ =↑ [τ where ↓ and ↑ are called shifts: they can be seen respectively as an unary tensor ⊗ and an unary par �.
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Note that, according to the rules above, reduction make a type checking before taking place: if the
type of the delivered data are not compatible to those expected.

1.4 Typing system

Typing judgments are under the form P . A where P is a process and A is an action type.
Action types, ranging over A are set of names with a type assignment, such that each name appears

at most once. We denote with fn(A) the set of names appearing in A and with A(x) the type assigned to
x in A (if x ∈ fn(A)).

To type the parallel composition, we need to define a notion of match between channel types and
action types. We define � to be the least commutative partial operator on types such that

(1) τ � τ⊥ =l (md(τ) =!1) and (2) τ � τ = τ and τ � τ⊥ = τ⊥ (md(τ) =?ω)

Intuitively (1) says that once compose input-output affine channel, it becomes uncomposable. (2)
say that a server should be unique, but an arbitrary number of clients can request interaction.

Starting from the notion of match between channel types, we give a notion of match between action
types, defined as following:

A� B = (A \ B) ∪ (B \ A) ∪ {(x : σ � τ)|(x : σ) ∈ A, (x : τ) ∈ B}

We write A � B when A� B is defined. It is easy to check that this operator is associative.
Typing rules are presented in the next table. We use this notation: if m is a modality: we denote mA

the action type A where all types have modality m. We also denote ?A to mark the fact that all types in
A are positive.

0 .
(z) >u . u : >

(t)
P . A md(τ) ∈ {l, ?1, ?ω}

P . A, x : τ
(w)

P . A Q . B A � B
P|Q . A� B

(par)

P . ~x : ~τO, ?A
a(~x~τO).P . a :



~τO, ?A

(a-in)
P . ~x : ~τI, A (a :

⊗
~τI) � A

a(~x~τI) P . (a :
⊗

~τI)� A
(a-out) P . x : τ, A τ ≤ σ

P . x : σ, A
(sub)

M . a : τAI, ?ωA
!M . a : ]τAI, ?ωA

(pro)
P . ~x : ~τI, A (a : τO) � A [

⊗
~τI ≤ τO

a(~x~τI) P . (a : τO)� A
(r-out)

P . A, z : τ md(τ) ∈ {!1, !ω, l}
(νz)P . A

(res)
M1 . a : σAI, ?A M2 . a : τAI, ?A

M1 + M2 . a : σAI ∩ τAI, ?A
(sum)

(z) starts from the empty action type. (t) instead, types the environment inaction on the channel
u. (w) weakens l , ?1 and ?ω since we allow the possibility of having no actions on these channels.
Formally the weakening of these channels is necessary to have subject reduction. (par) checks for
the composability of the two typed processes. (a-in) checks that the name a will be used consistently
with its type assignment. For input/output alternation we also let that all free names under an input are
outputs. (a-out) does not box in the body since output is asynchronous. Rule (sub) allows sub-typing
of channels, according to sub-typing rules given above. Rule (pro) allows an input-prefixed process
to be replicated if all free outputs are replicated. Rule (r-out) type replicated output by allowing sub-
typing and contraction of them. In rule (res) we do not allow to restrict ?1-?ω-channels since their dual
is expected to exist in the environments. Finally, the rule (sum) introduces intersection types allowing
to sum two input-prefixed processes.

Note that there is not an explicit rule introducing union types: they are introduced using the (sub)
rule.

Typing rules are essentially those in [23], a part for the subsumption rule.
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1 Properties of the typing system

Proposition 2 (SUBJECT REDUCTION) If P . A and P −→ Q then Q . A.

Proof: The proof is as usual by induction on the derivation of P −→ Q. We develop only the case
(a(~x~σ).P + M)|a(~x~τ ) Q −→ (ν~x)(P|Q) directed consequence of ∀i.σi ≤ τ⊥i . The reader will find the
complete proof in the extended version of this paper.
We know that (a(~x~σ).P + M)|a(~x~τ ) Q . A. We need to prove (ν~x)(P|Q) . A. By construction, the
derivation of (a(~x~σ).P + M)|a(~x~τ ) Q . A should have the following shape:

...
a(~x~σ).P + M . A1

...
a(~x~τ ) Q . A2 A1 � A2

a(~x~σ).P + M|a(~x~τ ) Q . A1 � A2
(par)

... } 1

(a(~x~σ).P + M)|a(~x~τ ) Q . A
(weak)/(sub)

where a(~x~σ).P + M . A1 and a(~x~τ ) Q . A2 are derived in the following way,
...

P . ~x : ~σ, ?B′1
a(~x~σ).P . a :



~σ, ?B′1

(a-in)

... } 3

a(~x~σ).P . a : α1, ?B1
(weak)/(sub)

...
M . a : α2, ?B1

a(~x~σ).P + M . a : α1 ∩ α2, ?B1
(sum)

... } 2

a(~x~σ).P + M . A1
(weak)/(sub)

...
Q . x : ~τ , B2

a(~x~τ ) Q . a :
⊗

~τ � B2
(a-out)

... } 4

a(~x~τ ) Q . A2
(weak)/(sub)

We can notice that (1) md(~τ � ~τ⊥) ∈ {l, !ω} , (2) ~σ ≤ ~τ⊥ , (3) A = A′, a :l and the sequence of
structural rules in 1 does not affect the type of a, (4)
((A1,~x : ~τ⊥) \ {a : A1(a)})� ((A2,~x : ~τ) \ {a : A2(a)}) = ((A1 � A2),~x : ~τ � ~τ⊥) \ {a :l},


~σ ≤ α1 and (5) by linearity we must have a :
⊗

~τ � B2 = a :
⊗

~τ , B2.
So we can build the following typing judgment:

...
P . ~x : ~σ, ?B′1
P . ~x : ~τ⊥, ?B′1

(sub)

... } 3′

P . ~x : ~τ⊥, ?B1
(weak)/(sub)

... } 2′

P . (A1,~x : ~τ⊥) \ {a : A1(a)}
(weak)/(sub)

...
Q . ~x : ~τ , B2

... } 4′

Q . (A2,~x : ~τ) \ {a : A2(a)}
(weak)/(sub)

P|Q . (A1 � A2) \ {a :l} ∪ {~x : ~τ � ~τ⊥}
(par)

... } 1

P|Q . A′,~x : ~τ � ~τ⊥
(weak)/(sub)

P|Q . A,~x : ~τ � ~τ⊥
(weak)

ν~x(P|Q) . A
(res)
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Where the sequence of rules applied in 2′ (resp. in 3′ and in 4′) are the same as 2 (resp. 3 and 4)
without caring of all subsumption rules affecting the type of a. �

Given a process P a slice of P is the process obtained from P replacing all the summation constructs
with one of their branch and repeating the procedure until they are all disappeared. Intuitively, a slice
of a process is a possible evolution of it. Then we have the following:

Proposition 3 (LINEARITY) Let P . A. Then for each slice of P
• for all x ∈ fn(A), if md(A(x)) ∈ {!1, !ω} then x appears exactly once,
• for all x ∈ fn(A), if md(A(x)) =?1 then x appears at most once.

Proof: By a straightforward induction on the derivation of the judgment P . A. �

1.5 The acyclicity constraint

The typing system we presented in the previous section ensures only basic linearity properties and it
does not avoid non-terminating processes, like (νx, y)(!x(z).y(w0)>w|!y(w0).x(z)>z|x(z)>z). To this
aim, we impose the acyclicity constraint: intuitively we add some causality information on the use of
channels and when composing processes, we check that there are no cyclic dependency on the use of
names.

In this section we discuss technically how to impose this hence we show how to modify the action
type and the typing rule in order to have it. The basic idea is that we type a process with a direct acyclic
graph and parallel composition has to preserve the acyclicity of such graph.

1 Action types

Channel types are assigned to free names of a process to specify possible usage of names. Action types,
on the other hand, carry causality information and witnesses the real usage of channels. An action type
A is a directed acyclic graph with nodes on the form x : τ such that

• no name occurs twice and

• edges are of the form (x : τ)→ (y : τ ′) such that either md(τ) =!1 and md(τ ′) =?1 or md(τ) =!ω
and md(τ ′) =?ω.

A node is active if it has no entering edges. We write x→ y if x : τ → y : τ ′ in A. The set of nodes of
A is denoted with |A|, the set of names is denoted with fn(A), while A(x) is the type assigned to x in A.
We write A \ ~x the result of taking off nodes whose names are in ~x. A, B is the graph union (under the
condition that fn(A) ∩ fn(B) = ∅), while x : τ → A is the graph obtained by prefixing all active nodes
of A with x : τ .

The symmetric partial operator � between types has already been defined. We extend it to action
types in the following way: first we write A � B if the following two conditions hold:

• if (x : τ) ∈ |A| and (x : τ ′) ∈ |B| then τ � τ ′ is defined, and

• when x1 → x2, x2 → x3 . . . xn−1 → xn alternately in A and B (n ≥ 2) then x1 6= xn.

Now A� B is defined iff A � B is defined and if so it is given by the following action type:

• x : τ ∈ |A � B| iff either x : τ ∈ (|A| \ |B|) ∪ (|B| \ |A|) or x : τ ′ ∈ |A| and x : τ ′′ ∈ |B| and
τ = τ ′ � τ ′′

• x→ y if x : τ, y : τ ′ ∈ |A�B| and x = z1 → z2, z2 → z3, . . . , zn−1 → zn = y (n ≥ 2) alternately
in A and B.
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2 Typing rules

Typing rules take the form P . A where P is a process and A is an action type. In the following we write
mA (m ∈ {!1, !ω, ?1, ?ω}) to denote an action type whose channel types has modality m. We simply
write ?A if the modalities are ?1 or ?ω. Further we write A−x for A where x does not appear in A and
A~y:~τ for A in which ~y : ~τ occurs in A. Finally we write A[x : τ ← σ] to denote the action mode in which
the node x : τ is replaced by x : σ. Typing rules are the following:

0 .
(z) >u . u : >

(t)
P . A−x md(τ) ∈ {l, ?1, ?ω}

P . A, x : τ
(w)

P . A Q . B A � B
P|Q . A� B

(par)

P . ~x : ~τO, ?1A, ?ωA

a(~x~τO).P . (a :



~τO →?1A), ?ωA
(a-in)

P . A~x:~τI (a : τO) � A \ ~x [
⊗

~τI ≤ τO

a(~x~τI) P . (a : τO)� A \ ~x
(r-out)

P . Ax:τ τ ≤ σ

P . A[x : τ ← σ]
(sub)

M . a : τAI, ?ωA
!M . a : ]τAI →?ωA

(pro)
P . A~x:~τI (a :

⊗
~τI) � A \ ~x

a(~x~τI) P . (a :
⊗

~τI)� A \ ~x
(a-out)

P . A, z : τ md(τ) ∈ {!1, !ω, l}
(νz)P . A

(res)
M1 . (a : σAI →?A), ?B M2 . (a : τAI →?A), ?B

M1 + M2 . (a : σAI ∩ τAI →?A), ?B
(sum)

It is easy to check that subject reduction and linearity hold again in this typing system. However, the
main property guaranteed by typed processes is the following:

Proposition 4 (ACYCLICITY) Let G(P) the graph where (1) nodes are fn(P) (2) edges x y y are
given by P ≡ ν~z(Q|R) and Q ≡

∑
i∈I x(~w

~τi
i ).Qi or Q ≡!

∑
i∈I x(~w

~τi
i ).Qi and there is j ∈ I such that

y ∈ fn(Qj). Then G(P) is acyclic.

Proof: A cycle in G(P) is a sequence of the form x y y1 y · · ·y yn y x (n ≥ 0) with yi 6= x.
We will show that if P . A then x : τ → y : τ ′ ∈ A iff x y · · ·y y is a maximal non cycle in P. This is
proved simultaneously with: if there are names disjoint x1 → x2,x3 → x4,x2n−1 → x2n then the
corresponding maximal non cycles do not overlap in names, again by induction on the typing rules.
The key case is (par), the only rule which extends the chain. Assume
x1 → x2, x2 → x3, . . . , xn−1 → xn in A ] B and x1 → xn ∈ A� B. By inductive hypothesis there are
the corresponding maximal non cycles. In them, names used in different non cycles in A (resp. in B)
never overlap with each other. Further, since intermediate names in this non cycles have modality !1,
!ω or l these names do not overlap between A and B either. Thus the result of connecting all these non
cycles again gives a non cycle, which clearly corresponds to x1 → xn, as required.

2 Strong normalization

In this section we will sketch the proof of strong normalization for the typed calculus we presented.
The proof technique is the same as in [23] and it is an adaptation of the standard proof of strong
normalization for simply typed λ-calculus due to Tait [21] and revisited by Girard for System F [8].

In the proof we first introduce the extended reduction relation 7−→ which eliminates all cuts (mutu-
ally dual channels) in a typed process. Next we give the standard notion of saturated set which are set
of terms that converge when composed with all possible complementary processes. We interpret types
into saturated sets and we show that each typable process is in the corresponding saturated set, which
is interpretation of its type.
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2.1 Extended reduction

Definition 5 (EXTENDED REDUCTION) The extended reduction 7−→ is the smallest relation containing
−→ which satisfies the following axioms:

n∑
i=1

a(~x~σi
i ).Pi|

m∏
k=1

Ck[a(~x
~τjk
jk

) Qjk ] 7−→
m∏

k=1

Ck[(ν~xjk)(Pjk |Qjk)]

!
n∑

i=1

a(~x~σi
i ).Pi|

m∏
k=1

Ck[a(~x
~τjk
jk

) Qjk ] 7−→
m∏

k=1

Ck[(ν~xjk)(Pjk |Qjk)]|!
n∑

i=1

a(~x~σi
i ).Pi

where C[·] are π-context, {j1, . . . , jk} ⊆ [1, n] and for every k ∈ [1,m] we have ~σjk
≤ ~τ⊥jk

and

(νa)(>a) 7−→ 0 (νa)(
n∑

i=1

a(~x~τi
i ).Pi) 7−→ 0 (νa)(!

∑
i∈I

a(~x~τi
i ).Pi) 7−→ 0

The idea is to capture known process-algebraic law as one step reduction: the first group of rules
corresponds to the β-linear law and the replication rule. The last are garbage collection rules.

Lemma 6 (SUBJECT REDUCTION) If P . A and P 7−→ Q then Q . A.

2.2 Saturated set

In this section we define the notion of saturated set, which is the semantic counterpart of type. The
idea is given by the works [15, 22], in which a double negation closure of predicate of termination is
used to prove strong normalization in Classical Logic. This idea was also developed by Okada in phase
semantics [16] and by Girard in ludics [10]. The main concept is the notion of orthogonality.

Turning into technicalities (in a very high level), the first idea is to forget all inessential l-channels
(hence we close them using a ν): hence two action types A and B are orthogonal if (1) A � B and (2)
fn(A) = fn(B) and A(x) = B(x)⊥ for all x.

Definition 7 (ORTHOGONAL) Let P.A and Q.B two typed processes such that A and B are orthogonal.
We say that P is orthogonal to Q (written P⊥Q) if the ν~x(P|Q) 7−→∗ 0 for all possible sequences of
reductions, where ~x = fn(A) = fn(B).

Let P a set of typed processes in the action type A which does not contain l-channel. We denote
P⊥ = {Q|P⊥Q, P ∈ P}. It is easy to check that ·⊥ is a closure operator.

Definition 8 (SATURATED SET) A set of typed processes P is saturated if it is closed by bi-orthogonal,
namely P = P⊥⊥.

2.3 Validity

Types are interpreted into saturated sets, where a ∈ Names, in the following way

J>Ka = {P|P ≡ >a}⊥⊥ J0Ka = {P|P ≡ 0}⊥⊥
J
⊗

~τIKa = {P|P ≡ a(~x~τI)(Q1| . . . |Qn), J



~τOKa = J
⊗

~τO
⊥K⊥a

Q1 ∈ JτI1Kx1 , . . . , Qn ∈ JτInKxn}⊥⊥
JσAI ∩ τAIKa = JσAIKa ∩ JτAIKa JσAO ∪ τAOKa = (JσAOKa ∪ JτAOKa)⊥⊥

J]τAIKa = {!P|P ≡ M, M ∈ JτAIKa}⊥⊥ J[τAOKa = J]τ⊥AOK⊥a

The following property, which immediately follows by the definition of interpretation, states that the
sub-typing relation between types is respected in their semantics.
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Proposition 9 (SUBTYPING) If σ ≤ τ then JσKa ⊆ JτKa

An action type is polarized if it contains at most one name with negative type. Letting A a polarized
action type, where fn(A) = {a1, . . . , an} we define JAK in the following way:

• if a1 is the unique negative name, then
JAK = {P|(νa2, . . . , an)(P|Q2| . . . |Qn) ∈ JA(a1)Ka1 , Q2 ∈ JA(a2)K⊥a2 , . . . , Qn ∈ JA(an)K⊥an}

⊥⊥,

• if there is no negative names, then
JAK = {P|(νa1, . . . , an)(P|Q1| . . . |Qn) ∈ J0Kb, Q1 ∈ JA(a1)K⊥a1 , . . . , Qn ∈ JA(an)K⊥an}

⊥⊥.

Proposition 10 (VALIDITY) If A polarized and P . A then P ∈ JAK.

The proof schema of the above statement passes through two steps. We first prove that all normal
forms of a given type are in the corresponding saturated set. Then we prove that, given P . A then, for
all Q ∈ JAK⊥ we have P|Q 7−→∗ 0 for all possible sequences of reduction. Note that by the first fact
restriction and prefix becomes trivial. However parallel composition causes a couple of problems. Even
if !a(x).b(y)>y and a(z)>z|!b(x).c(w)>w are normal forms, their composition (with environment
!c(w).0) allows reduction. How to prove termination? The key idea is to contract 7−→-redex from the
end of the order of names c y b y a as:

!a(x).b(y)>y|a(z)>z|!b(x).c(w)>w|!c(w).0 7−→∗ !a(x).b(y)>y|a(z)>z|!b(x).0|!c(w).0
7−→∗ !a(x).0|a(z)>z|!b(x).0|!c(w).0
7−→∗ !a(x).0|!b(x).0|!c(w).0

and prove that this reduction strategy terminates due to Proposition 4.

Proposition 11 (CANONICAL FORM) Every typed process is structurally congruent to one of the shape
(ν~z)

∏n
i=1 Pi where each Pi . Ai and Ai is polarized.

Validity theorem and canonical form theorem give the strong normalization result in the general
case. Note that saturated sets are closed under structural congruence.
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